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An LMI-based iterative algorithm for state and output-feedback stabilization

of discrete-time Lur’e systems

Ariádne L. J. Bertolin, Pedro L. D. Peres, Ricardo C. L. F. Oliveira, Giorgio Valmorbida

Abstract— This paper is concerned with the problem of static
output-feedback stabilization of discrete-time Lur’e systems.
The control law feedbacks both the output and the nonlinearity.
By using a quadratic Lyapunov function, new design conditions
are provided in terms of new sufficient design linear matrix
inequalities where the control gains appear affinely. Using
some relaxations, the search for the stabilizing control gains is
performed through an iterative algorithm. The approach can
be considered as more general than the existing ones thanks to
the fact that the gains are treated as decision variables in the
optimization problem. Therefore, the approach can handle state
or output feedback indistinctly, and can include magnitude or
structural constraints (such as decentralization) on the gains.
Numerical examples illustrate that the proposed method can
provide less conservative results when compared with other
techniques from the literature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The so-called Lur’e system, that is, the feedback connec-

tion of a linear time-invariant plant by means of a nonlinear

function of the output, subject to sector or slope bounded

conditions, can represent a large family of engineering prob-

lems [1]. Many researchers have investigated the stability

of both continuous- and discrete-time Lur’e systems, in

most cases using a quadratic Lyapunov function with an

additional term that to take into account the effect of the

nonlinearity [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. In another

cases Zames-Falb multipliers is also used as in [10], [11].

Extensions for synthesis conditions are less frequent, even

when a standard state feedback control law is investigated.

This situation is presented mainly in continuous-time Lur’e

systems, that, one possible method is presented in [12], for

systems with in sector bounded conditions, that considers sat-

uration and non-linearity feedback (going through saturation

or not) in the design structure.

Concerning the design in discrete-time systems, specifi-

cally with sector-bounded nonlinearities, there are conditions

to obtain the control gains with state and output-feedback

controller structure as presented in [13], [14]. Those provides

conditions with the presence or not of parametric uncertain-

ties associated Lyapunov method with S-procedure. Another
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approach is based on a nonlinear sampled-data systems as

showed in [15], for state and nonlinear-feedback controller

in systems with Euler approximate models. The stabilization

of swiched systems is also treated as in [16]. Furthermore,

in cases with sector and slope restrictions, the robust state

feedback controller is proposed in [17].

The conditions are given in terms of linear matrix inequal-

ities (LMIs) [18], providing algorithms with polynomial time

and global convergence. However, in most cases, only state

feedback control exists and not all the conditions allow the

feedback of the nonlinearity.

The aim of this paper is to propose an LMI-based synthesis

procedure for output feedback stabilization of discrete-time

Lur’e systems. The stabilizing control law is composed by

one gain multiplying the measured output and another gain

that feedback the output of the nonlinear block. First, a

sufficient condition for the existence of stabilizing gains is

proposed in terms of LMIs. Besides depending on some

matrices that must be given, the condition has as main

property the fact that the Lyapunov and the closed-loop

matrices (i.e., the control gains) appear affinely in the LMIs.

Defining an appropriate choice for the variables that must be

given, and relaxations in closed-loop stability and effect of

the nonlinearity, a locally convergent iterative algorithm is

constructed in terms of the LMI design condition. Examples

are provided to compare the performance of the proposed

method with the results from other techniques available in

the literature.

Notation: For a symmetric matrix, A > 0 (A < 0) means

that A is positive (negative) definite. For matrices or vectors

(T ) indicates the transpose and He(A) = A+AT . The sym-

bol ⋆ represents a symmetric term in a blocked matrix. The

identity matrix and the zero matrix are denoted, respectively,

by I and 0. Throughout the text the dimensions of the

matrices may be omitted for simplicity (being inferred from

the context).

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES

Consider the discrete-time nonlinear Lur’e system

x(k+ 1) = Ax(k)+Bφφ(z(k))+Buu(k)

z(k) =Czx(k) (1)

y(k) =Cyx(k)

where x∈Rnx is the state, u∈Rnu is the control input, y∈Rny

is measured output (to be used for feedback) and z ∈R
nz is

the output that goes through the nonlinearity. Accordingly,



A ∈R
nx×nx , Bφ ∈R

nx×nz , Bu ∈R
nx×nu , Cy ∈R

ny×nx and Cz ∈
R

nz×nx .

The time-invariant nonlinearity φ : Rnz→R
nz is decentral-

ized [1] and satisfy the following assumption (sector bounded

nonlinearity).

Assumption 1 The nonlinearity φ verifies

φ(z)T [φ(z)−Ωz]≤ 0 (2)

for all z∈Rnz , where Ω∈Rnz×nz is a given positive diagonal

matrix. Furthermore φ(0) = 0nz .

The aim of this paper is to design a stabilizing control law

u defined by

u(k) = Ky(k)+Lφ(z(k)) (3)

where K ∈Rnu×ny is an output-feedback gain and L ∈Rnu×nz

is a feedback gain multiplying the nonlinearity, considering

Assumption 1, as addressed in next section.

The stabilization conditions used to solve the above prob-

lem are formulated in terms of an iterative procedure based

on convex optimization, namely a sequence of Semidefinite

Programming (SDP). Before presenting the results, Finsler’s

Lemma [19] is recalled.

Lemma 1 (Finsler’s Lemma) Consider matrices Q ∈Rℓ×ℓ

and B ∈Rm×ℓ, with rank(B)< ℓ and BB⊥ = 0. Then, the

following statements are equivalent:

i) ξ T Qξ < 0, ∀ξ ∈R
ℓ, ξ 6= 0, such that Bξ = 0;

ii) B
T
⊥QB⊥ < 0;

iii) ∃µ ∈ R such that Q− µBT B < 0;

iv) ∃X ∈ R
ℓ×m such that Q+X B+BT X T < 0.

III. MAIN RESULTS

The following theorem presents a sufficient condition for

the design of gains K and L of the control law given

in (4) assuring the closed-loop stability of system (1) under

Assumption 1 (sector-bounded nonlinearity).

Theorem 1 Let Y i ∈ R
nx×nx , i = 1,3,4 and Y 2 ∈ R

nx×nz ,

be given matrices. If there exist matrices K ∈ R
nu×ny , L ∈

R
nu×nz , Yi ∈ R

nx×nx , i = 1,3,4, Y2 ∈ R
nz×nx and positive

definite matrices P = PT ∈R
nx×nx and T ∈R

nz×nz diagonal,

such that






−P CT
z ΩT 0 AT

cl

⋆ −2T 0 BT
cl

⋆ ⋆ P −I
⋆ ⋆ ⋆ 0




+He

(





Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4






︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Y

[
Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 Y 4

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Y

)

< 0,

(4)

with

Acl = A+BuKCy, Bcl = Bφ +BuL, (5)

then the Lur’e system (1)-(3) in closed-loop is asymptotically

globally stable.

Proof: If the inequalities of Theorem 1 hold, then

He(Y4Y 4) < 0 and, as a consequence, Y4 is full rank. Then,

identifying (4) as iv) in Lemma 1, B = Y and

B⊥ =







I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 I

−Y
−1
4 Y 1 −Y

−1
4 Y 2 −Y

−1
4 Y 3







is a basis for the null space of Y , that is, YB⊥ = 0. Using

Lemma 1, (4) is equivalent to BT
⊥QB⊥ < 0, that can be

rewritten as




−P CT
z ΩT 0

⋆ −2T 0

⋆ ⋆ P



+He

(

Y
−1
4





Y 1

Y 2

Y 3




[
Acl Bcl −I

]

)

< 0.

Last inequality is, again, in the form iv) of Lemma 1 and,

computing a basis for the null space of [Ac Bcl − I], the

following equivalent condition can be obtained





I 0

0 I

Acl Bcl





T 



−P CT
z ΩT 0

⋆ −2T 0

⋆ ⋆ P









I 0

0 I

Acl Bcl



< 0

and can be rewritten as
[

AT
clPAcl−P AT

clPBcl +CT
z ΩT

⋆ BT
clPBcl− 2T

]

< 0. (6)

Multiplying (6) on left by [xT φ(z)T ] and on the right by the

transpose, one has

xT AT
clPAclx− xT Px+φ(z)T T ΩCzx+φ(z)T BT

clPAclx

+ xT AT
clPBclφ(z)+ xTCT

z ΩTφ(z)+φ(z)T BT
clPBclφ(z)

− 2φ(z)T T φ(z) < 0, (7)

which corresponds to

V (x(k+ 1))−V(x(k))− 2φ(z(k))T T [φ(z(k))−Ωz(k)]< 0,

when V (x) = xT Px is used as a quadratic Lyapunov function

for system (1). Under Assumption 1, the last term on the

left-hand side of the above inequality is always positive for

any diagonal T > 0, assuring that there exist positive α1 and

α2 such that

α1‖x‖<V (x)< α2‖x‖

and ∆V is strictly negative along the trajectories of (1)-(3).

Therefore, the system (1) in closed-loop is asymptotically

globally stable.

The inequality in (4) is an LMI because Y i, i = 1, . . . ,4,
are fixed matrices. As a consequence, it is expected that

the results tend to be conservative since no general rule is

known to choose suitable matrices Y i, i= 1, . . . ,4. Following

the lines in [20], one alternative to solve the problem is the

introduction of relaxations, as presented in the next theorem.

Theorem 2 Let Y = [0 0 − I I] and

Acl =
1

ρ
A+BuK̂Cy, Bcl =

1

ρ
Bφ +BuL̂, (8)



where K̂ = K/ρ , L̂ = L/ρ and ρ is a positive scalar. Then,

the inequalities of Theorem 1 always have a feasible solution

with a finite value for ρ .

Proof: Consider the above expression for Acl, Bcl, and

adopt the proposed choice of Y , fixing Y3 = −Y4 = I/2 and

K = L = 0 in inequality (4), one obtains






−P CT
z ΩT 0 AT/ρ

⋆ −2T 0 BT
φ /ρ

⋆ ⋆ P− I 0

⋆ ⋆ ⋆ −I






< 0,

or, equivalently (with a Schur complement),




P− (AT A)/ρ2 −CT
z ΩT − (AT Bφ )/ρ2 0

⋆ 2T − (BT
φ Bφ )/ρ2 0

⋆ ⋆ I−P



> 0.

For a sufficiently large ρ , the feasibility of the above in-

equality can be assured by choosing P = εI, ε ∈ (0,1), such

that 



εI −CT
z ΩT 0

⋆ 2T 0

⋆ ⋆ (1− ε)I



> 0.

The positivity of block (3,3) is assured for ε ∈ (0,1), while

for the upper diagonal block, using Schur complement, one

must choose T = ηI, with η small enough such that εI >
ηCT

z ΩΩCz.

From the above result, ρ can be viewed as a relaxation

parameter assuring that, with the choices given in Theorem 2,

Theorem 1 always provides a feasible solution (associated

with a sufficiently large ρ). Note, however, that the closed-

loop stability requires the conditions to hold with ρ = 1 (i.e.,

when the modified closed-loop matrices given in (8) become

equal to the ones of the original system). In view of that,

next theorem provides an important result for the implemen-

tation of an iterative procedure based on the conditions of

Theorem 1.

Theorem 3 If the conditions of Theorem 1 with Acl and Bcl

given in (8) hold for some ρ > 0, then they are also hold for

any ρ > ρ if

He

([
Y1

Y2

]
[
Y 1 Y 2

]
)

≥ 0. (9)

Proof: Consider that the conditions of Theorem 1 are

feasible for a given ρ . Therefore, condition (6), with Acl

and Bcl given in (8), holds. Multiplying on both sides by

diag(ρI,ρI), yields
[

AT
clPAcl−ρ2P AT

clPBcl +ρ2CT
z ΩT

⋆ BT
clPBcl− 2ρ2T

]

< 0,

which can be rewritten as

−

[
AT

clPAcl AT
clPBcl

⋆ BT
clPBcl

]

+ρ2

[
P −CT

z ΩT

⋆ 2T

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ψ

> 0.

Clearly, the above condition remains feasible for any ρ > ρ if

Ψ is positive semi-definite. Note that a necessary condition

for the feasibility of (4) is (first two blocks of rows and

columns)

[
−P CT

z ΩT

⋆ −2T

]

+He

([
Y1

Y2

]
[
Y 1 Y 2

]
)

< 0

which guarantees that Ψ ≥ 0 if (9) is feasible, concluding

the proof.

Using the results of Theorem 3, and the relaxations given

in (8), one can guarantee that, if Theorem 1, solved jointly

with (9), provides a feasible solution with ρ ≤ 1, the stability

of the closed-loop system is assured. Another possibility

that guarantees (9) without any additional LMI is simply

to enforce Y1 = Y2 = 0 in the conditions of Theorem 1. This

choice is performed in the examples of Section IV.

The main contribution of this paper, constructed in terms

of the theoretical results presented in Theorems 1, 2 and 3, is

Algorithm 1, which is an iterative procedure for the stabiliza-

tion of system (1) by means of the feedback control law (3).

As input parameters, one has itmax, the maximum number

of iterations, and Y = Y0, the initial condition. The results

of Theorem 2 and 3 guarantee that the procedure provides

a feasible solution with a finite value for ρ . Moreover, the

convergence in terms of ρ is monotonically non increasing,

as proved in the next theorem.

Algorithm 1: Iterative procedure for stabilization.

Make Acl and Bcl as in (8);

Input parameters: Y = [Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 Y 4] = Y0 and itmax;

k = 0;

Y k = Y0;

while k ≤ itmax do

k = k+ 1;

minimize ρk subject to (4) and (9) with Y = Yk;

if ρk ≤ 1 then
return ρk,K,L

end

Y k = Y T ;

end

Theorem 4 The sequence of values ρk provided by Algo-

rithm 1 is non-increasing.

Proof: Suppose that at iteration k a finite value for ρk,

associated to the variables Pk, Tk and Yk, has been obtained.

Since He(YY ) = He(Y
T

Y T ), the choice Y k+1 = Yk assures

that ρk+1 cannot increase, that is, ρk+1 ≤ ρk.

Note that the convergence of Algorithm 1 is only local,

depending on the initial choice Y = Y0 = [Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 Y 4].

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, numerical examples illustrate the per-

formance of the proposed conditions when compared with

methods available in the literature. The LMI conditions were

programmed using MATLAB, Yalmip [21] and the solver

Mosek [22] in a PC running Windows 10 core i7.



Example 1: This example, borrowed from [15], is obtained

from the discretization (sampling time T = 0.01s) of a

continuous-time model, resulting on

A = ν
[

0.8000 0.0500

0.1000 1.0500

]

, Bφ =

[
0.0096

0.0096

]

,

Bu =

[
0.0300

0.0300

]

, Cz =
[
0.8 0.8

]

where ν is an additional positive scalar parameter. The

objective is to determine the maximum value of ν such that

the system can be stabilized by state feedback (i.e., Cy = I)

considering different values of Ω. Algorithm 1 (denoted by

A1), with Y 0 = [0 0 − I I] and itmax = 8, is compared with

the conditions in [15] (denoted by LJD15) and the results are

presented in Figure 1. The number of LMI rows R used by

Al1 and LJD15 is 10 and 15, respectively, and the number

of variables V is 20 and 18.

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

2.2

2.4

LJD15
A1

Ω

ν

Fig. 1. Maximum values of ν versus Ω for state feedback stabilization
using A1 (8 iterations, red line) and LJD15 (blue line) in Example 1.

Note that Algorithm 1 provides larger stabilization regions

in terms of ν for the whole range of Ω considered with ν
tending to smaller values as Ω increases.

Example 2: In this example the proposed synthesis con-

ditions are evaluated and compared with methods from the

literature in terms of a statistical analysis in the sector-

bounded case. To accomplish this task, a database of systems

as in (1) with matrices randomly generated was created as

follows

i) Matrices A, Bφ and Cz are created (using a gaussian

distribution) such that system (1) fulfills the stability

condition [2, Theorem 2];

ii) Matrices Bu, Cy and K are generated such that A−
BuKCy is not Schur stable;

iii) Matrices A←A−Bφ KCy, Bφ , Cy, Cz and Bu are included

in the database.

Considering nx ∈ {2,5}, nu = nz = ny = 1 and Ω ∈
{0.5,1,2.1445,11.4301} (representing 26.56, 45, 65 and 85

degrees), 100 systems were generated for each case (total of

1600 systems). The important feature of the database is that

all systems are guaranteed to be stabilized by the control

law (3) with L = 0. The objective is compare Algorithm 1

with Y 0 = [0 0 − I I], itmax = 15 and L as variable or fixed

as zero (L = 0), with [13, Theorem 1] (denoted by KB17)

considering the output feedback control law. Note that KB17

is not able to design the gain L.

Table I shows the average percentage of stabilized systems

for each value of Ω, the associated numerical complexity

given in terms of mean time (t, in milliseconds) required to

test each system and the average number of iterations (ita)

demanded by A1. Although the proposed method is more

time consuming, the results in terms of stabilized systems

are clearly superior, specially for higher values of Ω.

TABLE I

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF STABILIZED SYSTEMS BY A1 (L = 0 OR

L 6= 0) AND KB17, THE MEAN TIME (t , IN MILLISECONDS) TO TEST

EACH SYSTEM, AND THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS DEMANDED

BY A1.

KB17 A1L 6=0 A1L=0

Ω % t % ita t % ita t

0.5 79.75 2.7 99.50 1.2 5.1 99.75 1.2 5.2
1 67 2.4 99.75 1.3 5.4 99.75 1.4 5.7

2.14 58.5 2.6 99.25 1.4 6.4 99.75 1.5 6.2
11.43 46 3.0 99.25 2.4 13.4 99.75 2.5 12.9

A more detailed analysis regarding the number of itera-

tions performed by A1 is presented in Table II, where several

values of itmax were considered. Values in bold indicate that

the maximum number of systems that can be stabilized with

itmax = 15 has already been detected. Note that only the

case Ω = 11.56 requires more than 8 iterations to achieve

the maximum number of systems stabilized with itmax = 15.

Another interesting property revealed by Table II is that A1

is capable to outperform KB17 with a single iteration, that

is, without resorting to the iterative procedure, in the cases

Ω∈ {0.5,1,2.14}. Finally, 4 iterations are enough to stabilize

around 95% of the database.

With respect to consider or not the gain L in A1, note that,

except for the case Ω = 1, A1 with L = 0 provided slightly

TABLE II

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF STABILIZED SYSTEMS BY A1 (L = 0 OR

L 6= 0) CONSIDERING SEVERAL VALUES OF itmax . VALUES IN BOLD

INDICATE THAT THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SYSTEMS THAT CAN BE

STABILIZED WITH itmax = 15 HAS ALREADY BEEN DETECTED.

A1L 6=0 A1L=0

Ω Ω
itmax 0.5 1.0 2.14 11.43 0.5 1.0 2.14 11.43

1 83.00 70.25 62.00 34.50 78.75 66.50 56.00 29.00
2 97.25 98.00 96.00 56.75 97.00 95.00 93.75 50.25
3 99.00 99.25 98.25 84.75 99.00 98.25 99.00 79.25
4 99.25 99.50 98.75 94.75 99.50 99.00 99.25 95.50
5 99.25 99.50 99.00 97.25 99.75 99.00 99.50 98.00
6 99.50 99.75 99.00 97.75 99.75 99.50 99.50 99.00
7 99.50 99.75 99.00 98.00 99.75 99.75 99.75 99.50
8 99.50 99.75 99.25 98.75 99.75 99.75 99.75 99.50

11 99.50 99.75 99.25 99.00 99.75 99.75 99.75 99.75

14 99.50 99.75 99.25 99.25 99.75 99.75 99.75 99.75



better results, which seems to be counter intuitive. The reason

for this fact is that A1 tested with L may not achieve the

same value of ρ when tested with L = 0, except in the first

iteration. This fact is corroborated by the row itmax = 1 in

Table II. Actually, as the iterative procedure evolves, different

values of ρ can be obtained, since the problems may have

different local minimums.

Example 3: In this example the problem of state-feedback

(Cy = I) is investigated using the same database of systems

from the previous example. Clearly, KCy is a valid state-

feedback gain and, as a consequence, all systems of the

database can also be stabilized by state-feedback. Regarding

the conditions to be tested, the method from [15, Theo-

rem 3.1] (denoted by LJD15) is included in the comparisons.

The results of A1 (using the same settings employed in

Example 2), KB17 ([13, Lemma 4]) and LDJ15 are presented

in Table III.

Regarding the results, it is important to mention that KB17

is not able to feedback the nonlinearity, and this fact is ad-

vantageous when producing synthesis conditions. As a matter

of fact, the feedback of φ(z) poses technical difficulties to

express the design conditions in terms of LMIs, in general

circumvented with the introduction of conservativeness. This

explains the superior performance of KB17 with respect to

LDJ15. On the other hand, the approach proposed in this

paper is completely different, and the same methodology

can be used to investigate state- and output-feedback control

design. Again one can observe counter intuitive results of A1

in some cases, that is, output-feedback outperforming state-

feedback. As explained before, except at the first iteration,

the evolution of ρ can be completely different in both cases.

For instance, considering itmax = 1, the following results are

obtained respectively for Ω∈ {0.5,1,2.14,11.43}: {85.50%,

71.50%, 63.00%, 34.75%} (L 6= 0) and {86.00%, 71.50%,

62.25%, 33.00%} (L = 0), which are equal or better than

output-feedback (see row itmax = 1 of Table II).

Nevertheless, ultimately, state-feedback gains could be

produced for this experiment simply considering KCy with

K obtained in Example 2.

Example 4: As last experiment, the problem of decentral-

ized state-feedback (Cy = I) is investigated. Only the systems

with nx = 5 of the database are tested and the following

masks for the gain K are considered:

K =
[
1 1 1 1 1

]
(M1)

K =
[
1 1 0 1 1

]
(M2)

K =
[
1 0 1 0 1

]
(M3)

K =
[
1 0 0 0 1

]
(M4)

K =
[
1 0 0 0 0

]
(M5)

K =
[
0 0 0 0 1

]
(M6)

(10)

where 1 indicates that the corresponding entry is to be

designed. To guarantee that all systems can be stabilized by

the proposed masks, the following adjustment is performed

in the dynamic matrices of the systems in the database:

Adc = A+Bu(KCy−KCy ◦Mi),

where Mi is the desired mask, KCy is a stabilizing state-

feedback gain (K is available in the database) and ◦ is the

Hadamard product defined as (X ◦Y )i, j = Xi, jYi, j. With this

change, Kdc = KCy ◦Mi is a decentralized stabilizing gain

according to mask Mi because

Adc +Bu(KCy ◦Mi) =A+Bu(KCy−KCy ◦Mi)+Bu(KCy ◦Mi)

=A+BuKCy

The condition in KB17 is adapted to cope with decentralized

using constraints in the optimization variables, following the

strategy proposed in [23]. A1 and LJD15 are more easily

adapted since the control gain is an optimization variable of

the problem. The results show that KB17 is not suitable for

the design of decentralized gains, specially when the number

of null entries is large. This can be explained by the fact that

the Lyapunov matrix needs to be constrained, being diagonal

in some cases (masks M5 and M6). The condition from

LDJ15 presents some loose of performance when compared

to full state-feedback (mask M1), while A1 keeps the same

level of accuracy, showing even less conservative results

when dealing with decentralized control.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work proposed sufficient LMI conditions based on a

quadratic Lyapunov function in conjunction with an iterative

approach to stabilize discrete-time Lur’e systems with sector-

bounded nonlinearities. Output or state feedback control laws

can be designed, taking into account one gain proportional

to the linear output and another gain that feedbacks the

nonlinearity. The iterative algorithm, with local convergence,

explores a relaxation variable ρ and the fact that the Lya-

punov and the closed-loop matrices appear affinely in the

conditions. Therefore, the control gains are treated directly

as optimization variables of the problem, what can be a great

advantage when designing structured controllers. Examples

showed a good trade-off between accuracy and computa-

tional effort in comparison with other methods from the

literature when dealing with state or output-feedback, and

decentralized control.
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